Shepard’s Pi by Tom Flaherty

Notes for performer:
Enclosed are a PDF of the score, a standard MIDI file, and two audio files.

The standard MIDI (.mid) file should be opened in any sequencer (GarageBand, Digital Performer, Cubase, etc.) Import the audio files (.wav) into two available stereo tracks. One file has a synthesized version of the solo part, in case that is helpful in practice sessions. The other is just the electronic sounds, for the performance. Mute whichever track you don’t need at the moment. The sequencer should enable the performer to start and stop at any measure, for practice purposes. 

Program notes:
Named after cognitive psychologist Roger Shepard, a Shepard scale is an audio illusion in which a scale seems to rise endlessly, without getting higher. The constituent pitches consist of several simultaneous octaves, which fade out at the top of the scale and fade in at the bottom. Taken out of the moving context, the actual octave register of a note is ambiguous to the ear. A toy piano displays similar ambiguity: as the length of the sounding rods at lowest keys is too short to produce a true bass note, its overtones are louder than its fundamental pitch. Taken out of context the lowest F can sound more like its C overtone, an octave and a fifth higher. This ambiguity is part of the charm of the toy piano, and Shepard’s Pi enjoys playing with that charm, with lots of scales that seem not to get higher, sonorities whose octave register is ambiguous, and moments where the meter and tempo could be heard in several different ways.
Oh yes, pi. Just as pi = 3.14159265. . ., so too Shepard’s Pi has slightly more than three electronically produced sounds (all derived from the sound of the toy piano), sections, and tempi.
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